Can information and communication technology reduce CO2 emission? A quantile regression analysis.
By employing China's provincial panel data covering period 2001-2016, the present study empirically investigates the impact of ICT on CO2 emission intensity. Specifically, this paper utilizes Internet penetration and mobile phone penetration as proxies to measure ICT respectively and employs quantile regression method to estimate the benchmark model at five quantiles (0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, and 0.9). It is demonstrated that Internet penetration at the national level has a significant negative effect on the CO2 emission intensity for all quantiles. In addition, Internet penetration has a significant negative effect on CO2 emission intensity at all quantiles except for 0.1 quantile for China's eastern provinces and has a significant negative effect on CO2 emission intensity at all quantiles for China's central provinces, whereas Internet penetration has no significant negative impact on CO2 emission intensity at all quantiles for China's western provinces. By comparison, the reduction effect of Internet penetration on CO2 emission intensity in China's eastern and central provinces is more obvious and in contrast with the reduction effect of Internet penetration on CO2 emission intensity in China's eastern provinces, it is greater in China's central provinces. Finally, the impact of mobile phone penetration on CO2 emission intensity is generally consistent with the impact of Internet penetration. This study provides further evidence that developing countries can simultaneously achieve economic development and reduce carbon emissions through ICT.